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Dell s2340m spec

Please read this document carefully. This is a legal agreement between you and PC Company Evertek. By joining, you agree to become limited to the terms of this Agreement stating the terms and conditions under which Evertek offers its products and services. Terms without price protection or stock rotation: Ortech does not offer any kind of price protection or stock rotation. We
often reduce prices suddenly without notice. We work diligently to provide as much detailed information as possible. However, as all specifications and descriptions are provided by the product supplier, we have no warranty expressed or implied due to the accuracy of the information, including price, description, specifications, and/or quantity. Both the name of the product and the
manufacturer are only used for identification purposes. Images are just representation. Actual unit packaging may vary. Min. Order: We only sell wholesale. The minimum order is $100.00. For orders under $100.00, there is an overcharged $10.00. (International orders require a minimum of $1000) domestic sales terms: New internal accounts are typically set up in credit card
terms (we accept Visa, MasterCard, or American Express.) for our existing COD customers using a check guarantee service for all cod cargo checking company. If we are unable to get approval on your company's check order, you will be given the option to pay by Visa/Ms Card/American Express or COD Check Cashier. Orders over $10,000 must be paid by prepayed wire
transfer. Company checks: We cannot accept personal checks. The address printed on your company's check should address the same ship. Late fees: Ortek costs late fees (unpaid invoices for any reason) at a rate of 2% for the first 30 days overdress, 5% per month there after that. We reserve the right for ourselves to fully waive the cost at our own discretion. International
Sales Terms: International sales are paid only on the basis of prepayed wire transfers. We do not accept credit cards nor L/C credit letters. NSF Policy: Any returned check will disqualify the account from any future company check concessions and may be responsible for triple damages, service fees, collection fees and attorney fees. Credit cards: (for US accounts only) We accept
Visa, MasterCard, or American Express only! All credit card sales must be shipped to the credit card billing address. Prices: All prices are quoted by the former Temecula Warehouse, California, USA. International Payment Terms: Payment terms for international prepayer sales by wire transfer, US dollars are sole. We do not accept international credit card payments nor credit
letters (L/Cs). The client is responsible for all costs deducted from wire transfer payments, including sending and intermediary bank fees. Please show no fees to the benefactors in the reference section or other appropriate part of your wire Advice. The client is also responsible for short payments arising from fluctuations in currency conversions. Before shipment, Ortek will advise
the customer of the modifications to orders required due to short payments received. International shipments: International customers are responsible for determining their country's duties, tariffs or taxes. For international shipments of more than 450kg we can offer prepayed shipping to major airports based on doors to the airport. Truck freight: If no other method of freight is
specified, Evertek will ship through the most costly qualified carrier available. If this is a concern, be sure to specify how you want an order to be shipped. (We only use nationally accredited carriers). Although you will have the option to insure your truck cargo, (common carriers such as yellow transport, road, etc.) it is strongly recommended that you carry separate incoming
insurance. Shipments for computer products are classified as tariffs of 92.5 and trucking companies Ltd have $5.00 per pound if a box is lost or damaged. This means that if a box of 30lb. contains (10) lost hard drives (valued at $80.00 each box has a value of $800), this claim will only pay $5.00 x 30lbs = $150.00. That is why we strongly suggest that you have insurance to cover
you for such situations. You pay shipping fees: When you place an order, after you make the final confirmation page, we will immediately email you confirming your order. If you discover any errors, please contact us immediately. Shipping charges may be vacant in confirmation. Once shipping costs have been calculated and the order is shipped we will send you again with
shipping charges and tracking email numbers. Rejected shipments: If a shipment is rejected for any reason, the customer responsible for the cost of shipping has incurred. Ortek also reserves the right to charge 20% of the reserve fee (which we may also choose to waive). Direct Warranty Manufacturer: If there is a direct warranty manufacturer, we need you to return the unit
directly to the manufacturer, unless the unit was DOA (within 7 days of receiving). Warranty restrictions: Ortek cannot issue an item warrant that was improperly used or physically damaged. RMA: RMA numbers are valid from 14 days after issuance. After receiving the RMA number, please send the item(s) in immediately. Fitness Target: Evertek cannot warrant any product as
suitable for any particular use or purpose. We strongly advise customers to evaluate a sample unit to determine their criteria whether a product will work in their configuration. There are many products in the world of computers that may be incompatible with a particular brand or certain sectors. In cases like this it is your responsibility to resell the product into a standard application
in which the sector will work. We're not able to get parts. Because they do not work on a particular brand product if they act properly on others. Defective products: Any damage caused by a defective product is limited to refunding the purchase price only. The defective items will be replaced with a repaired or refurbished unit (even for DOA). If no replacement unit is available within
30 days, we will issue a credit note. Credits expire 6 months after the date of issuance. Credit notes can be refunded if not used in order for 30 days. Refunds will be issued through the original payment method used for purchase. RMA credits are only for the product and do not include any refunds for shipping costs. All sales are final: all sales are final. Product returns, other than
defects, are subject to a 20% restocking fee. No return is allowed after 14 days of receiving. 48 Hour Grace Course for Returns: Returns are allowed, but only within the first 48 hours after receiving, for any order that is not waiting for you. Returns after this period of time are at Evertek's full discretion and will incur a significant restock fee. Damaged items or missing parts:
Damaged items or missing parts/accessories not as advertisements must be reported within 7 business days of receiving the product. Warranty Repair: Any items sent to repair the warranty must be tested before returning the bad part. We will charge the service fee should we find a returned item in working conditions. Returning defective item: The customer must carefully pack
the defective items being returned, as if they were new and working, with ALL originally containing parts and accessories. Failure to do so may invalidate both the RMA and the warranty. Limited warranty: Warranties may be limited in some cases. Please check our sales literature and check your invoice to verify the warranty that is expected. 1Description2Virtually
Borderless3Wide Viewing Angles4Clarity5Customizable Color6Full HD Resolution7Enhanced Viewing Comfort8Versatile ConnectionyThe S2340M 23 Widescreen LED Backlit IPS Monitor from Dell is a widescreen LED backlit IPS monitor complete with 178° horizontal and vertical viewing angles. Aside from enhanced viewing angles, this full HD 1920 x 1080 resolution display
comes with a 1,000:1 contrast ratio, 250 cd/m² brightness rating, and 7 ms response time. This full HD screen features a reduced size bezel to further enhance the viewing experience. With Dell View Manager you have the ability to choose different color modes depending on the app already used. The monitor setup is simplified as it comes with both VGA and DVI inputs and has
the ability to tilt the monitor up to 4 degrees forward and up to 20 degrees back. Projects, movies and videos appear on this 23rd screen with an almost invisible wide bezel. Enhanced view can be seen from almost any perspective with an incredibly broad See angleSee details in videos and photos with enhanced image enhancing colors. Live resolution with a megadinemic
contrast ratio of 8 million to 1 (normal) and a color gamut of 82 percent shines. Dell View Manager helps you keep productive with quick access to software like Auto Mode, which enables you to choose your preferred color mode for each application. View all your multimedia content with full HD resolution (1920 x 1080 max.) on this sleek 23-screen in 16:9 wide format. Adjust your
preferred viewing angle with the ability to adjust the gradient. Tilt the S2340M panel up to 4 degrees forward or 21 degrees backwards. Easily connect to your laptop or desktop by connecting VGA and DVI-D (HDCP). Dell S2340M SpecsDisplayViewable SizeDiagonal: 23 /58.42 cm Horizontal: 20.05/50.92 cm Vertical: 11.28 / 28.64 cmMaximum Resolution1 920 x 920 x 1080 x 60
HzAspect ratio 16:9 pixel Pitch0.265 mm right being 250 cd/m²Color Gamut82% (typical) gamot color (typical) based on CIE1976 (82%) and CIE1931 (72%) Depth Color Test Standards16.78 million Color Ratio1,000:1Dynamic Contrast Ratio8,000,000:1Viewing AnglesHorizontal: 178° Vertical: 178°Response Time7 ms With overdrive (gray to gray)Panel TypeIn-plane
switchingPanel BacklightLEDConnectivityConnectorsVGA and DVI (HDCP)DesignTiltYesSecuritySecurity lock slotElectrical PowerPower Requirements100 to 240 VAC; 50/60 Hz ± 3 Hz / 1.2 APower Taking Abnormal Operations: 19 W Enable Mode: Other SpecificationsComplianceENERGY Stars, EPEAT SilverDimensionsWith Stand: 15.70 x 20.95 x 6.92 / 39.89 x 53.22 x 17.58
cmWeightWith Stand: 8.62 lb/ 3.3 22 91kg Standless: 6.50 lbs / 2.95kg InfoPackage packaging weight 11 lb buck dimensions (LxWxH)24.488 x 16.535 x 5.118 5.118
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